
To whom this may concern, 

I would like to pledge my full support for Rolling Stock’s application for a 4am license.  

I live opposite the front doors of Rolling Stock and in three years I have no noise complaints at all. I would like to 
add that having a security team in the area until later in the morning would certainly go a long way to helping the 
area feel safer. 

At closing-time I never see lots of patrons all over the street. The crowd dispersal is done quickly and efficiently. 

One last thing; I go for a walk early every morning and I must say there is never any litter, empty glasses or bottles 
left on the street. Very impressed! 

I hope you will consider my remarks, 

Local Resident 
22/11/2023 

Kingsland Road 

London 

E2 

Phone: 
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Cottons Gardens 
E2  London 

30 November 2023 

To Whom It May Concern. 

This is to express my support to Rolling Stock’s 4am licence application. I live in 
the vicinity of the bar and have never been disturbed by the late night activity, 
should it be the music or patrons leaving at any point of the day or night. They 
are friendly and respectful of the neighbourhood and it is a nice spot to have 
around. I therefore do not see any objection to this application.  
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Friday 29 November 2023 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I am writing to support the application for a 4am Licence placed by Rolling 

Stock. I can confirm that the business does not cause any disruptions to the 

area. Their security team is very professional, I came to appreciate this 

presence, preserving our peace and quiet when Shoreditch gets lively. I can 

confirm that the venue operating at night does not affect the area. 

Yours sincerely, 

-
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 Union Central,  Kingsland Road E2 

25th of November 2023 

To whom it may concern, 

I would like to show my full support to Rolling Stock for the venue’s application for a 
license extension of hours until 4am. I think the night time activity is under control in 
our area, and Rolling Stock being open late does not occasion any problems. Despite 
Shoreditch being such a buzzing area of London, I am pleased to say that I can sleep at 
night, feel safe and find the neighbourhood both peaceful and lively thanks to having 
places like Rolling Stock and a few more bars and clubs around us. I am fully 
supportive of this application for I think it doesn’t affect the area while being beneficial 
to a local business. 

Yours sincerely, 
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